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Topics for Discussion 

•  What’s Happening to Corporate Tax 
Revenues? 

•  Why Should We Care? 
•  Recent ITEP Study of Fortune 500 

Corporate Tax Avoiders 
•  Options for State Corporate Tax Reform 



State Corporate Income Taxes in Decline 

•  New ITEP report #1: Fortune 500 companies 
shelter half of their profits from state income tax.  

•  68 companies pay negative state income taxes in 
at least one year between 2008 and 2010, despite 
being consistently profitable during each of these 
years. 

•  New ITEP report #2: Fortune 500 companies 
shelter half of their profits from federal income tax. 

•  78 companies achieve the same at the state level 
over the same period.  



What’s Driving Corporate Tax Decline? 

•  Tax breaks enacted by state lawmakers 
•  Federal tax breaks enacted by Congress are 

automatically passed through (usually) to affect 
state revenues.  

•  Creative tax avoidance strategies by companies.  
•  State lawmakers have tools available to 

mitigate all 3.  



Corporate taxes are an important tax 
fairness tool 

Taxes may be progressive, proportional, or regressive.  For instance: 



State Tax Systems Are 
Regressive 



State Corporate Income Tax Reform 
Options 

•  “Combined Reporting” with worldwide reach on 
tax havens 

•  Decoupling from Federal Tax Breaks (Bonus 
depreciation, domestic manufacturing) 

•  Disclosure/Clawbacks.  



Combined Reporting: The Basics 

•  Fundamental problems in taxing income of multi-
state corporations: 

•  How can you figure out what fraction of a 
corporation’s profits should be attributable to your 
state? 

•  Once you figure out a rule for doing this, what kind 
of business do you apply this rule to– each little 
business entity, or larger “unitary businesses”? 



Combined Reporting: The Basics 

•  Apportionment rules are how states solve the first 
problem.  

•  Most states use a “three-factor” rule, which asks: 
•  1) what % of your company’s sales are in-state? 
•  2) what % of your company’s property is in-state? 
•  3) what % of your company’s payroll is in-state? 
•  A given company’s “in-state income share” is 

some weighted average of these three 
percentages.  



Combined Reporting: The Basics 

•  Combined reporting is one way of tackling the second 
problem: what is the “company” to which we apply 
these apportionment rules? 

•  Example: General Electric has 50 U.S.-based 
subsidiaries. 

•  Separate accounting says you apply apportionment 
rules separately to each of GE’s subsidiaries, one at a 
time.  

•  Combined reporting says you throw GE and all its 
subsidiaries in the same big pot, and apply the 
apportionment rule to the whole pot, just once.  

•  Subsidiaries must be part of a “unitary business” to be 
thrown in the pot.  



Combined Reporting: Why? 

•  Takes away the incentive for cross-state income 
shifting. Less hanky-panky= more productive 
activity.  

•  Puts in-state, mom & pop businesses on a level 
playing field with big, multistate corporations.  

•  Makes sure that a company’s tax bill doesn’t 
depend on its legal form. It should matter what you 
earn, not how many subsidiaries you hide the 
earnings in.   



Combined Reporting: Why Not? 

•  “Manufacturing companies will flee to other 
states.” (Empirically, there’s no evidence this has 
happened.) 

•  “It’s an administrative burden.”   
 (CBPP report: of 120 biggest MD companies, 
most are already subject to combined reporting in 
at least 10 other states already.)        

•  “A better approach is to just close specific 
loopholes as they emerge.”                                                 
 (Amounts to playing “whack-a-mole.”)  



Decoupling from Federal Tax Breaks 

•  Domestic Manufacturing Deduction (“QPAI”) 
•  Enacted by Congress in 2004. Allows a deduction 

for income from “manufacturing.” 
•  Manufacturing broadly construed to include Walt 

Disney, Altria, Starbucks.  
•  Stakes are rising: federal tax break fully phased in 

only in 2010. Est cost: 3% of corporate tax 
revenues.  

•  “Encourages” manufacturing anywhere in US– no 
linkage to activity in your state. 

•  25 states have NOT decoupled.  



Decoupling from Federal Tax Breaks 

•  “Bonus Depreciation” 
•  Allows companies to immediately write off cost of 

investments in capital 
•  Temporary, but Obama administration wants to extend 
•  Existing “accelerated depreciation” tax breaks already 

provided big incentives; more needed? 
•  Again, no guarantee that any resulting investment will 

take place in your state.  
•  16 states have NOT decoupled from this tax break. 



Disclosure: What Should It Look Like? 

•  Current state income tax, and state pretax profits. 
Needed to calculate effective tax rate in your state.  

•  Value of each tax break claimed, above a certain 
threshold, so we can understand WHY companies 
aren’t paying taxes.  

•  For each tax break, need a record of what the 
company promised to do in exchange for that tax 
break– and whether they did it.  

•  Also need “clawback” rules to take back tax breaks 
when promises aren’t fulfilled.  

•  Not just for the biggest companies. All publicly traded 
companies, and larger privately owned companies. 



Corporate Loopholes Every State Should 
Close: Bonus Round 

•  Economic nexus: you can tax companies that 
don’t have a physical presence in your state.  

•  Throwback rule: prevent “nowhere income.” 
•  Repeal “single sales factor” 
•  Enact a meaningful minimum tax. 



Why Cutting Corporate Income Taxes 
Won’t Help State Economies 

•  Short-term budget constraints mean spending 
must be cut to pay for it. 

•  Benefits of tax cut accrue to shareholders, 
wherever they live. South Carolina? China? 

•  “Federal offset” dampens difference in corporate 
tax rates between states.  

•  These taxes are a small part of the cost of doing 
business to begin with. 

•  Growing evidence that big Fortune 500 companies 
are paying less than the statutory tax rate to begin 
with. 



Business Tax Incentives: Do They 
Have An Impact? 

•  Incontestably, yes: they cost money. 
•  More contestable is whether they change 

business investments decisions, or simply reward 
them for what they would have done anyway. 

•  And even if they do affect behavior, that likely 
means channeling investment from its most 
efficient use to a less optimal use. Encouraging 
investment in inefficient industries is many things, 
but NOT a development strategy. 



Business Tax Incentives: Maximizing 
“Bang for the Buck” 

•  Case study: Rhode Island “Jobs Development 
Act.” 

•  Corporate income tax credit reduces corporate tax 
rate by 0.25% for each 10 jobs created (50 jobs 
for larger businesses). 

•  Can take 9% tax rate down as far as 3%. Rate cut 
is permanent, as long as company doesn’t reduce 
its aggregate employment numbers in-state. 

•  Does the credit create jobs? How many? What 
pay/benefit level? Basic questions- no answers 
available. 



Business Tax Incentives: Maximizing 
“Bang for the Buck” 

•  Case study: Arizona “Alternative Fuel Credit” 
•  In 2000, Arizona legislature enacts income tax 

credit for businesses or individuals’ purchase of 
cars that can run on alternative fuel– or 
conversion of existing vehicle fleets to do so. 

•  Initial revenue estimate: a $5 million tax credit.  
•  Cost quickly ballooned to $680 million as people 

discovered how to game the system. 
•  Lesson: sometimes even when an incentive 

“works,” the outcome isn’t what you wanted. 



Resources for Further Investigation 

•  Weekly “Tax Justice Digest” summarizes ongoing 
tax reform debates– politics and policy. Sign up at 
www.ctj.org.  

•  ITEP Policy Briefs and reports at 
www.itepnet.org.  

•  Center on Budget and Policy Priorities has 
detailed reports on each of the reform options 
discussed here.  

•  Thank you! 



COALITION FOR  
SOCIAL JUSTICE 

Victory on Combined Reporting 



COALITION FOR SOCIAL JUSTICE 

  Already existing Stop the Cuts Coalition with 
significant organizing capacity.  

  Public employee unions, citizen action groups with 
local roots,  large unions, tax & budget think tank. 

1. ORGANIZATIONAL CONTEXT 



COALITION FOR SOCIAL JUSTICE 

  In district capacity 
  Lobbying resources/database 
  Ability to turn out to state hearings 
  Ability to generate calls and letters 
  Legislative leaders 
  Think tank 
  Testifiers – for tax fairness, stop the cuts, experts 
  Governor 

2. CAPACITY DEVELOPED 



COALITION FOR SOCIAL JUSTICE 

  103,000 corporations pay the minimum state tax 
  117 corporations doing a billion in business pay 
minimum 
  Decline from 16% to 4% of state taxes since 1968 
  Toys R Us  
  25 other states already have it and it works 
  Low relative corporate tax rates 

3. MESSAGES DEVELOPED 



COALITION FOR SOCIAL JUSTICE 

  Power of the business community  
  Transforming the struggle - Fight 
over corporate tax rate 

4. POLITICS & OPPOSITION 



COMMENTS  
QUESTIONS ? 


